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WE ARE READY TO SHARE
WITH AN INVESTOR TO SERVE
THE WORLD TO WIN TOGETHER...

GENERAL
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Aviation safety begins and ends at the ground.
Regulating and monitoring obstacles is crucial for safe
operations. Therefore, there are several limitations for
human made obstacles such as buildings around
airports.

These

limitations

cannot

guarantee

an

obstacle-free airspace by its own. Awareness of both
stake holders, regulation makers, constructors and
municipalities is a must.
ObstacleAnalyze aims to increase safety by raising
awareness about obstacle limitations on the surface
and

manage obstacles around airports via a single

portal.
Online since August 2015,
Delivered to & Approved by Turkish CAA August 2017.
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SCOPE
obstacleanalyze.com allows users to query locations
around airports to control ICAO Annex 14 OLS
limitations, ICAO's EUR DOC 015 BRA (for limited
airports) and local regulatory limitations.
If the location you are querying via ObstacleAnalyze
is within any airports OLS, it will calculate the ground
level and building elevation permitted by ICAO
standards .
ObstacleAnalyze, when LTBH Çanakkale and LTCW
Hakkari Airports are selected, also provides online
calculations and profile modulus according to the
BRA (Building Restricted Areas) criteria of the CNS
devices.
Every Airport from Turkey is included.
Sample airports from different countries, such as
Brazil, Latvia, India and Romania, are added regularly.
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FUNCTIONS
Infrastructure of authentication and login,
Simple management tools,
Does not require 3rd party licenses,
Alternative server options,
Powerful geographic servers and software,
OLS layers tested for aviation,
CNS analyses for aviation,
Real-time query and profile functions.
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FACILITIES
Web-based structure,
24/7 access to information,
Openstreet/Google etc. compatible with different APIs,
Package software or custom production options,
Help Desk,
2-year sustainability guarantee + paid support.
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AVAILABILITY
Can be easily adapted to existing portals.
Can be integrated as an embedded application into
CAA IT infrastructure in any country,
Can be run for multiple airports with Cloud Tech,
Can be provided as a web service from manufacturer
Haritaevi servers.

@har taev

www.har taev .com
For a bus ness collaborat on;
har taev @har taev .com

